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Model Name :  XWatch-TF2 Barcode : Black 6959144063737
Blue 6959144063744
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Revel in uninterrupted connectivity with the dual Bluetooth Versions BT 3.0 + BLE 5.2 and take advantage of the hands-free calling feature. 
XWatch-TF2 has a heart rate sensor, pedometer sensor, blood oxygen level sensor, sleep tracker, and 110+ sports modes, this smartwatch is 
designed to help you lead a healthier and more active lifestyle. Its bigger 2-inch TFT display and higher 240X296 resolution showcases the stunning 
design of this watch and makes it easier to see and use. Designed to withstand water and dust with IP68 and a stunning 7-day battery life, the 
XWatch-TF2 is the perfect companion for all your adventures. Smart on the inside, and fashionable on the outside, the XWatch-TF2 is everything you 
need, in one brilliant device

XWatch-TF2

110+ 7

Specifications:

Certifications:Compatibility:

Packaging Content:

iOS 12.0 and Above

Android 6.0

XWatch-TF2, Charging Dock,
User Guide.

Bluetooth Version: 
BT 3.0 + BLE 5.2
Bluetooth Profiles: 
BLE
Bluetooth Frequency: 
2402-2480MHz
Chipset: 
RTL876EWE
Input Rating: 
3.7V/280mA

Screen Size: 
2.01"
Display Type: 
TFT
Screen Resolution: 
240*296
RAM: 
578kB
ROM: 
640kB

Battery Capacity: 
280mAh
Battery Type: 
Lithium Polymer
Usage time: 
7 days
Heart Rate Sensor: 
VP60A
Pedometer Sensor:  
STK8231

Water Proof level: 
IP68
Compatible OS: 
Android 6.0 
iOS 12.0
Watch Strap size: 
26-22mm
Weight:
0.043kg
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Stay connected even while performing other activities with calls, texts, and email 
access, completely hands-free via dual Bluetooth Versions BT 3.0 + BLE 5.2

110+ brilliant sports modes, dedicated to delivering precise metrics of your 
daily fitness and workout regime with complete efficiency

The TFT display with 240X296 Resolution makes everything easier to see 
and use on the XWatch-TF2

IP68 Water and dust resistance make this watch the perfect partner for 
any adventure

Headlining a heart rate sensor, pedometer sensor, blood oxygen level sensor, 
and sleep tracker, the XWatch-TF2 is designed to help you lead a healthy life. 
You can use the wellness app to track all your progress

The XWatch-TF2 has a stunning battery life of 7 days. Use without any limits 
and to the fullest

Bluetooth Calling

110+ Sports Modes

IP68 Water Resistance

2.01 Inch TFT Display

ActivLife™ Health Management

Long Battery Life

Download the app from Playstore as well as Apple app store to track your 
progress, customize faces, and much  more.

Onware Pro App Download


